
Understanding your  

“Statement of  

Account”
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This number specifically  

identifies this letter, use  

this number when  

communicating with DOR.

Important instructions  

and ways to pay

are  located in this section.

Where to mail your  

payment along with the 

bottom portion of this  

letter if electronic 

payments are not

an option for you.

Enter the amount

5 of the check you include

with this payment voucher.

The balance of the  

Taxes and Permits  

specified on the top 

of page two.

This sample is designed to assist you with understanding your monthly statement from the Department of 
Revenue (DOR). The figures and dates given on this sample are for illustration purposes only and do not reflect 
your personal charges/credits or actual payment dates. Please review your actual statement very carefully. Your 
statement reflects your taxes , penalties, interest, and credits as of the issue date.



Specifically identifies  

the possible tax  

types and permits on  

this statement, other  

debts may be billed  

separately.
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Each tax type or  

permit is separated  

by tax period for easy  

comparison with your  

records.

Special notes may  

accompany each  

period under lien,  

in bankruptcy, or

being handled under  

other special  

circumstances.

Filing period shows  

the remaining  

balance that adds to  

the total due on the  

front page.

The Statement of Account is feedback to you…

The DOR Statement of Account is a monthly document detailing any unpaid, assessed liabilities. The DOR will

create this statement for you every month until the liability is satisfied. Interest and penalties (as provided for in

Mississippi law) are added to your account every month prior to creating the statement. DOR may take other

collections activities as the liabilities age. This process is similar to what a business uses to collect for outstanding

accounts receivable.

Save time and money with the Taxpayer Access Point (TAP).DOR
provides you with valuable information about your taxes, more period
details, and provides ways to obtain new permits, update your
information,  file taxes, and pay on-line through TAP.

Find  the link to TAP at http://www.dor.ms.gov

http://www.dor.ms.gov/

